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Publisher’s Note

This Photo Album is divided into seven sections. The photos are numbered within each section (separately from the page numbers) and a list of captions with corresponding numbers is provided at the beginning of the section. Exceptions to this are Section VII and the latter portion of Section VI, where captions are not provided and the photos do not bear photo numbers. Black tags have been printed on the caption pages to facilitate their location.
I

Life and Work of Comrade Enver Hoxha
Life and Work of Comrade Enver Hoxha


2. Comrade Enver Hoxha in the period of the founding of the Communist Party of Albania (today the Party of Labour of Albania).

3. The house where the Communist Party of Albania was founded, on November 8, 1941.

4. "The Founding of the Party" (oil painting).

5. Comrade Enver Hoxha during the years of the National Liberation War.

6. Comrade Mehmet Shehu (at left) during the National Liberation War.

7 & 8. Aspects of the National Liberation War.

9. The entry into Tirana of the democratic government on November 28, 1944.

10. Comrade Enver Hoxha addressing the population of the capital on November 28, 1944.

11. Comrade Enver Hoxha presenting the report to the 1st Congress of the Communist Party of Albania which met in Tirana from November 8 to 22, 1948.

12. Comrade Enver Hoxha presenting the report to the 2nd Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania which carried on its work from March 31 to April 7, 1952.

13. Comrade Enver Hoxha presenting the report to the 3rd Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania which met from May 25 to June 3, 1956.

14. Comrade Enver Hoxha presenting the report to the 4th Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania which met from February 13 to 20, 1961.

15. Comrade Enver Hoxha presenting the report to the 5th Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania which met from November 1 to 8, 1966.

16. Comrade Enver Hoxha presenting the report to the 6th Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania which met from November 1 to 7, 1971.

17, 18 & 19. Comrade Enver Hoxha meeting with the people.


21. The offices of the Central Committee of the Party of Albania.
II
7th Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania
7th Congress of the
Party of Labour of Albania

1. Comrade Enver Hoxha, First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Party of Labour of Albania, presenting the “Report on the Activity of the Central Committee of the Party of Labour of Albania” to the 7th Congress of the PLA.

2. The delegates entering the Congress hall, warmly greeted by thousands of Tirana residents.

3. Workers and young men and women singing and dancing in front of the building where the sessions of the 7th Congress were being held.

4. Comrade Enver Hoxha entering the Congress hall.

5. Comrade Enver Hoxha, shown during one of the sessions of the 7th Congress.

6 & 7. Comrade Enver Hoxha amidst Congress delegates.

8. Comrade Enver Hoxha, on the day of the closing session of the Congress.

9. Comrade Mehmet Shehu, member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the PLA and Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the People’s Republic of Albania, presenting to the Congress the report on the directives of the Congress concerning the 6th Five Year Plan (1976-1980) of economic and cultural development of the People’s Republic of Albania.

10. A view of the hall.

11. Comrade Enver Hoxha and other Party and state leaders during a visit to the house — preserved as a museum — where 35 years ago the Communist Party of Albania (now the Party of Labour of Albania) was founded.

12. Tirana, on the night of the festival to mark the 35th anniversary of the founding of the Party and the closing of the sessions of the 7th Congress.
III
May Day Celebrations in Tirana
May Day Celebrations in Tirana

The Albanian workers celebrated May First by expressing their determination to fulfill and overfulfill the tasks set by the 7th Congress of the PLA. Comrade Enver Hoxha and other state and Party leaders were present at the large demonstration held by the workers of the capital. In Albania, May First has now become a great people’s celebration at which time the workers — through demonstrations and other activities — present the results obtained in their work and express their determination to win new victories. On this day they also once again express their internationalist solidarity with the working class and all the peoples of the world who are fighting for their freedom and for their rights.

1. Comrade Enver Hoxha with two Young Pioneers who came to offer him flowers.

2-11. Scenes from the large May First parade.
IV

April 3 Elections
to the Local Organs
of State Power
April 3 Elections to the Local Organs of State Power

1. First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Party of Labour of Albania, Comrade Enver Hoxha, voting.


10-12. The Albanian people turned the April 3 elections to the People’s Councils and the People’s Courts into a people’s festival.

13. Comrade Enver Hoxha among the people.
V

The Albanian People
Approach the 7th Congress
and 35th Anniversary of the
Party Having Achieved Great
Victories on All Fronts
The Albanian People Approach the 7th Congress and 35th Anniversary of the Party Having Achieved Great Victories on All Fronts

1. At Elbassani, a large industrial project is being constructed — an iron and steel complex. Several months ago the first castings produced in Albania were turned out there. In the photo: the first days of production of castings at the Elbassani iron and steel complex.

2. The Gogo Nushi factory in Fieri.

3. The Mao Tsetung textile complex in Berati.

4. A partial view of the Ballshi oil refinery.

5. The Karl Marx hydro-electric power plant.

6. The meat and industrial milk manufacturing combine in Tirana.

7. The Shkodra cigarette factory.

8. The harvesting of corn at the Lushnja state farm.

9. Terraced fields on the coastal hills.

10. Workers' recreation centre on the Divjaka beach.

11. Rice paddy-field in the Lezha district.


15. A worker of the oil industry speaks to young people about his experience.


17. Partial view of the new village of Rabia in the Tepelena district, built following an earthquake.

18. Volunteer young people who have come to live and work permanently in this new village on the Hoxhara plain.
19. Students from the University of Tirana who have volunteered to work on the construction of the new Prrenjas-Guri i Kuq railroad.


21. Returning to school.

22. The Vojo Kushi Physical Culture Institute in Tirana.

23 & 24. Scenes from artistic performances put on by amateur groups in honour of the 35th Anniversary of the founding of the Party.

25. Workers marching, proud of the victories that have been won and full of confidence that further victories will be won in the future — a scene from the May First, 1976 celebrations in Tirana.
VI

Posters Hailing the Heroic Victories of the Courageous Albanian People and their Socialist Republic
Posters Hailing the Heroic Victories of the Courageous Albanian People and their Socialist Republic

*(For captions 1-28, the numbers correspond to the ones printed on the posters themselves)*


2. In the flames of the war and the revolution, the Communist Party of Albania (today the Party of Labour of Albania) was born, the organized vanguard of the working class of Albania, the leader of the Albanian people. When the Communist Party of Albania was founded it had about 200 members.

   "The Communist Party of Albania was created by the Albanian communists. It was born as a result and crowning of the struggle of the working class of our country, of the liberation movement and the efforts of the entire Albanian people."

   ENVER HOXHA

3. The Communist Party of Albania, with its wisdom and farsightedness, with its immortal work, became the honour, glory and pride of all the Albanian people.

   In the explanation of the correct political line of the Party and in the mobilization of the people in the liberation war, an important role was played by the newspaper “Zeri i Popullit”, the Central Organ of the Communist Party of Albania, the first edition of which came out on the 25th of August, 1942.

   The PLA was born as a party of the new type, a Marxist-Leninist party. It was tempered in struggle, in the revolution, and it remains as such, unwavering, holding aloft the banner of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin.

4. On the 8th of November, 1941, the Communist Party of Albania sounded the clarion call of the struggle for the liberation of the Homeland.

   On the 23rd of November, 1941, the Albanian Communist Youth Union, the predecessor of the Albanian Labour Youth Union was founded.

   On the 16th of September, 1942, the Peza Conference was held, the organization of the National Liberation Front was founded, the union of the Albanian people was achieved in one front. In the struggle against fascism, the basis of the people’s state power was laid.


   The formation of the General Staff of the National Liberation Army.

   After the first national conference of the Communist Party of Albania (March 1943), the National Liberation War was given a new impetus, it entered the phase of great and impetuous development towards the general armed uprising.
   Albania was completely liberated.
   On the 24th of May, 1944, the National Liberation Congress assembled in Permet,
   which marked the creation of our state of people’s democracy.
   The people’s revolution triumphed, the people established their state power on the
   ruins of the old state. Albania embarked on the road of socialist development.
   The first social-economic transformations — the nationalization of the main means of
   production.

7. December 2nd, 1945. For the first time in their history, the Albanian people took part
   in free elections for a Constitutional Assembly.
   January 11th, 1946. The Constitutional Assembly unanimously proclaimed Albania
   People’s Republic and elected a new government with Comrade Enver Hoxha at the
   head.
   The unceasing preservation and consolidation of the people’s state power, the
   dictatorship of the proletariat, has been and remains the vital task of the Party, the
   working class and all the working people.

8. Following the liberation of the country, one of the most urgent problems was the
   reconstruction and normalization of the entire economic and cultural life.

9. The once solely agrarian Albania today advances with resolute strides along the road
   of its transformation into an industrial agrarian country.
   The 1st Congress of the Communist Party of Albania decided:
   To carry out the socialist industrialization at rapid rates and the electrification of the
   country.
   By the end of 1975, the total industrial output had risen 97 times in comparison with
   1938.
   The industrial output realized during the whole of 1938 is now realized within less
   than four days.

10. Our Party has set up a powerful national industry. One of the main orientations of the
    industrialization of the country is the broader exploitation with the greatest economic
    effect of the natural wealth.
    In 1975 as against 1970 the production of the following rose:
    oil .......................................................... 23 percent
    gas .......................................................... 192 percent
    chromium .................................................... 68 percent
    copper ..................................................... 52 percent
    coal ........................................................ 44 percent
11. The 2nd Congress of the Communist Party of Albania (March — April 1952), put forward the main tasks of the first Five Year Plan, the acceleration of the rates for the construction of the economic basis of socialism and for the development of the productive forces with the aim that by the end of the first Five Year Plan, Albania would be transformed from a backward agrarian country into an agrarian-industrial country, the strengthening of the alliance of the working class with the labouring peasantry and the raising of the material and cultural level of the working masses.

Today, the working class is in power in our country. Through its vanguard, the Party, it leads the entire life of the country.

The cooperativist peasantry is the sole ally of the working class. The socialist intelligentsia is the creation of the dictatorship of the proletariat and serves the working class and the cooperativist peasantry.

The working class exercises its right to the running of the entire life of the country through direct worker control as well.

12. Profound revolutionary transformations have been made in the field of the development of agriculture and in the entire life of the countryside. The agrarian reform which was completed throughout the whole of Albania in November, 1946, was the first revolution in the economic-social relations of the countryside.

The peasants became the real owners of the land. The Party made their dream reality.

The collectivization of agriculture was the second revolution which opened the road to a rapid development of the productive forces and to radical transformations in the social and cultural life of the village.

13. The 3rd Congress of the PLA (May — June, 1956), defined important orientations for the speeding up of the collectivization of agriculture.

As against 1970, in 1975 bread grain production rose 35%.

Implementing the revolutionary policy of self-reliance for the securing of bread grain locally, many great successes have been achieved.

Livestock raising has developed a great deal. The number of heads of livestock and livestock production have risen.

14. On the plains of socialist Albania in 1974, 15,200 15h.p. tractors were in use as against 30 tractors in 1938.

The implementation of the policy of the Party: “To turn even the mountains into fertile land, just as the plains”, has opened new prospects to the development of agriculture and life even in the most remote mountain regions.

During 1975, 14,300 hectares of new land were opened.

In 1975 as against 1970, the area of arable land rose 11%.

In 1975, the level of the irrigation of the total area of arable land reached 50%.
15. The new socialist village has changed radically. Many new houses, schools, social-cultural institutions have been built.

The Party of Labour of Albania has shown and shows care for the improvement of the way of living of the working masses of the countryside, for the all-round development of the economy and culture, for the further narrowing of the essential distinctions between town and countryside.

16. Investments and construction are the material base of the development of extended socialist production.

The volume of state investments for the development of the economy and culture rose 53% in the 5th Five Year Plan as against the 4th Five Year Plan, the investments in construction rose 54%.

Communication and transport in our country have undergone impetuous development.

In 1975 as against 1970, the volume of goods transport rose 45% and of passenger transport 38%.

17. The 4th Congress of the PLA, (February 1961), marked the beginning of a new historic phase for the Party and the Albanian people, the phase of the complete construction of socialist society.

The Metallurgical Complex at Elbasan, the hydro-power station of Fierza, the deep oil processing plant at Ballsh and many other projects open huge prospects to the socialist development of new Albania.

18. The 5th Congress of the PLA (November 1966), defined tasks for the development and deepening of the socialist revolution in all fields and also for the struggle against the united imperialist-revisionist front. To carry out strong and unwavering class struggle until final victory.

"The entire ideological work of the Party, the propaganda and agitation, should be aimed, in the first place and above all at the ideo-political education, at the formation and tempering of the people as real revolutionaries and communists, at the understanding and realizing in life of the great slogan of the Party, To think, work and live like revolutionaries’ . . . which constitutes the essence of communist education, the essential content of the educative work of the Party."

ENVER HOXHA

The “V.I. Lenin” Higher Party School, the ardent hearth of Marxist-Leninist education.

So far about 11,000 cadres have graduated from this school.

Revolutionary actions — Big schools for the education of the masses.
19. "The whole Party and country must rise to their feet, to sear and destroy anyone who violates the sacred laws of the Party for the defence of the rights of the women and girls".

ENVER HOXHA

The Albanian woman is emancipated.
The Party has ensured her all rights and liberties, the same as the man.
With special force, the struggle burst out against the reactionary backward customs
and views which despised women — the movement for her complete liberation and
emancipation.
Today women are active participants in the economic, political and social life.

20. The Party of Labour of Albania has always waged a systematic struggle against
religion, as a reactionary ideology, as the opium of the people.
"We must be realistic, the struggle against the old customs, traditions, norms, against
religious world outlooks . . . has not ended. This is a long struggle, complicated and
difficult. Therefore our educative and explanatory work must continue . . . "

ENVER HOXHA

The different religions in Albania have served the foreign occupiers and the
reactionary classes inside the country to divide and enslave the people. They have
always been used as an ideological weapon of different occupiers.
Revolutionary initiatives of the masses against the material basis and remnants of the
religious ideology.

21. The trade network has been extended in both town and countryside. Trade has been
put entirely at the service of the people.
Retail trade rose 35% in 1975 as against 1970.
The protection and improvement of the health and the extension of the lifespan of the
working masses has been and remains a component part of the policy of the Party.

22. The Party has shown and shows a great and constant care for the raising of the
material and cultural well-being of the people.
The Party carries out a correct policy in the gradual reduction of the differences in
wages, always adhering to the principle of remuneration according to work.
Socialist Albania is the only country where all taxes have been lifted.
During the 5th Five Year Plan, important strides were made for the further narrowing
of distinctions between town and countryside. The real income per capita of the
population in the city rose 8.7% and in the village 20.5%.
In 1975 as against 1970, the real income per head of the population rose 14.5%.

23. The 6th Congress of the PLA (November 1971), marked a new phase in our
triumphant march, a higher level of growth and all-round progress of our socialist
society.

The popular discussion for the drafting of the Constitution of the People’s Socialist Republic of Albania, a great political and ideological action which showed the democratic and revolutionary character of our people’s state power of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

24. During the years of the people’s state power, under the leadership of the Party, our education system underwent unprecedented development, our school underwent huge transformations in its content in comparison with the old bourgeois school. The 5th Congress of the PLA put forward the great task for the further revolutionization of the school and our education system in general.

The number of pupils who finished secondary vocational schools in 1975 as against 1970 rose 363.9 percent and in the higher schools 184.2 percent.

Our school advances on the revolutionary road basing and building its entire work, teaching activity and education on the revolutionary triangle: lessons, production work and physical and military education.

25. Our socialist culture has undergone a broad and qualitative development, both in town and countryside, preserving and carrying forward the wonderful traditions of the nation.

The number of cultural-artistic institutions rose 175.8 percent in 1975 as against 1970 and 170 times as against 1938.

Literature and art have developed a great deal, always in struggle against pseudo-creative bourgeois and revisionist views, theories and practices. They are advancing on the basis of the best traditions, preserving their national character, communist partisanship and socialist content.

26. “The struggle for genuine Marxist-Leninist unity today is a component part of the struggle against divisions, against modern revisionism, represented by the Khrushchov-Tito group, against their views and actions which endanger the International Communist Movement and the very fate of socialism and communism in the world.”

ENVER HOXHA

The Party of Labour of Albania has become an illuminating beacon of revolutionary ideas. It holds aloft and pure the banner of Marxism-Leninism in the struggle against imperialism, with American imperialism at the head, against Soviet social-imperialism, against the revisionists, opportunists and traitors of every hue.

The position of the PLA on the international scene has been strengthened and continues to be strengthened thanks to the correct policy it pursues in the field of international relations.

An unbreakable and revolutionary friendship, based on Marxism-Leninism and
proletarian internationalism, links the two countries, the two parties and the two peoples of Albania and China.

27. The defence of the Homeland, the duty above all duties. 
   In our country, both young and old are soldiers, they are vigilant, always on the outlook and in full preparedness.
   Our army, equipped with modern weapons, trained to use them with the greatest effect whenever necessary against anyone who would dare to touch or threaten our sacred borders.

28. The Party of Labour of Albania, the leader and organizer of all the victories of our people and country.
   Comrade Enver Hoxha, among the people, for whom he thinks and works.
   Ties with the masses, an inexhaustible force for the Party of Labour of Albania.
   Exchanges of letters — discussing with the Party.

29. With the Party of Labour of Albania, our people, united as one in the Democratic Front, will march confidently ahead on the road of socialism and communism.
1941 1976

35 VJET
RRUGE E LAVDISHME DHE HEROIKE E PARTISE SE PUNES SE SHQIPERISE

Botim i Fronit Demokratik të Shqipërisë, Tiranë 1976.
NE ZJARRIN E LUFTES DHE TE REVOLUCIONIT LINDI PARTIA KOMUNISTE SHQIPTARE (SOT PPSH), PARAROA E ORGANIZUAR E KLASËS PUNETORE TE SHQIPERISE, UDHEHEQESE E POPULLIT SHQIPTAR.

NE KRUIMIN E SAI
PARTIA KOMUNISTE E SHQIPERISE
NUMERONTE RRETH
200
ANETARE PARTIE.

PARTINE KOMUNISTE SHQIPTARE E KRUJAN KOMUNISTET SHQIPTARE, AJO LINDI SI REZULTAT DHE SI KUROREZIMI I LUFTES SE DERIATEHERESHME TE KLASËS PUNETORE TE VENIT TONE, I LEVIZJES ÇLIRIMTARE DHE I PERPIEKJEVE TE TERE POPULLIT SHQIPTAR.

ENVER HOXHA
Në sënamrin e vijës së drejtë politike të Partisë dhe në mobilizimin e popullit në luftën dëshmitare, një ri i 10 marrë kryqti "Zeri i Popullit", organe qëndror i PPSH-së, numrin i pare i të cilët deri më 25 gusht 1942.

PPSH LINDI SI PARTI E TIPI TE RI, MARXIST-LENINIST, U KALIT NE LUFTE, NE REVOLUCION DHE E TILLE QENDRON E PATUNDUR, DUKE MBAJTUR LART FLAMURIN E MARKSIT, ENGELSA, LENINIT DHE STALINIT.
ME 8 NENTOR 1941
PARTIA KOMUNISTE E SHQIPERISE LESHOI KUSHTRIMIN
E LUFTES PER CLIRIMIN E ATDHEUT.

ME 23 NENTOR 1941
UThemelua Organizata e Rinise
Komuniste Shqiptare, Pamaha-Xe-
Sia e Organizate se BRPSHe.

ME 16 SHTATOR 1942
Mblidhet Konferencia e Pezes,
UThemelua Organizata e Frontit
Nacional-Klirimtar, U e Bashkumi
i Popullit Shqiptar me Nje Front
Te Vetem Me Lufte Kunder Fashinonit,
U Kosmit Baza e Pushtetit Popu-
lloe.
10 KORRIK 1943
FORMIMI I SHTABIT TE PËRGJITHSHEM TE USHTRISË NACIONALÇLIRIMTARE.

PAS KONFERENÇES SE PARE TE VENDIT TE PKSH (MARS 1943), LUFTA NACIONALÇLIRIMTARE MORI NJE HOV TE RI, AJO HYRI NE ETAPEN E ZHVILLIMIT ME VRULL TE MADH DREJT KRYENGJTJES SE PËRGJITHSHME TE ARMATOSUR.
29 NENTOR 1944
SHQIPERIA
U ÇLIRUA PLOTESISH.

ME 24 MAJ 1944
NE PERMET U MBLODH KONGRESI I ANTIFASHIST
NACIONALÇIRIMTAR, I CILI SHENOI KRIJIMIN E SHTETIT
TONE TE DEMOKRACISE POPULLORE.

TRIUMFOI REVOLUCIONI POPULLOR. POPULLI VENDOSI
PUSHETIN E TIU MBI GERMADHAT E SHTETIT TE VIETER.
SHQIPERIA HYRI NE RRUGEN E ZHVILLIMIT SOCIALIST.

SHNDRIMET E PARA EKONOMIKO-SHOQERORE.
SHTETEZIMI I MJETEVE KRYESORE TE PRODHIMIT.
Bashkimi

Populli Shqiptar vendosi formën e Regjimit që deshiron.

2Dhjetor 1945

Per here të pare ne historine e vet populli shqiptar mori pjesë ne votime. Ne zgjidhjet e lira per asambleine kushtetuese.

11 Janar 1946

Asamblieja Kushtetuese shpall njezeri shoiperine republike popullore dhe zgjodhi qeverine e rë me ne krye shokun Enver Hoxha.

Ruania dhe konsolidimi i pareshtur i pushtetit popullor. I diktaturese proletariate, ka gene dhe mbretet detyre jetike e partisë, e klases punetore e te gjitha punonjesve.
PAS CLIRIMIT TE VENDIT NJE NGA PROBLEMET ME TE NGUTESHME ISHTE RINDERTIMI DHE NORMALIZIMI I GJITHE JETES EKONOMIKE E KULTURORE.
Shqipëria e dikurshme thellësisht agrare, sot e cën me hapa të sigurta përpara në rrugën e kthimit në një vend industrial-o-agrar.

Kongresi i i Partise Komuniste te Shqiperise Vendosi:
Te kryhej industrializimi socialist me ritme te shpeita dhe të behej elektrifikimi i vendit.

Dori në fund të vitit 1975 prodhimi i përgjithshëm industri, në krahasim me vitin 1938, ekzist rokur.

97 here

1938  1975

Prodhimi industrial qe realizohet gjatë gjithe vitit 1938, tani realizohet brenda me pak se 4 diteve.
PARTIA JONE KA KRIJUAR NJE INDUSTRI TE FUQISHME KOMBETARE. NJE NGA ORIENTIMET KRYESORE TE INDUSTRIALIZIMIT TE VENDIT ESHTE SHFRYTEZIMI ME I GJERE DHE ME EFEKT ME TE MADH EKONOMIK TE PASURISE NATYRORE

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nafta</td>
<td>23 për qind,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gazi</td>
<td>192 për qind,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kromi</td>
<td>68 për qind,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bakri</td>
<td>52 për qind,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qymyr guri</td>
<td>44 për qind,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KLASË PUNETORË NE VENDIN TONE SOT ËSHTË NE FUDI
AJO, NËPËRMJET PARAROJES SE SAJ, PARTISE,
UDHEHEQ TERE JETEN E VENDIT.

KLASË PUNETORË TE DREJTEN E SAJ PER UDHEHEQIEN E TERE JETES SE VENDIT E USHTRON EDHE
NËPËRMIJET KONTROLLIT TE DREJTËNDERJETE PUNETOR. 

Fshatarkës, keperativiste përmend osextën e vërfës Thëkrosisë, e vërfës Thëkrosisë, i dhëmbështetës së pranguarit dhe i shërben klasës punëtorë, fshatarkës, keperativiste.
TRANSFORMIME TE THELLA REVOLUCIONARE JANE BERE NE FUSHEN E ZHVILLLIMIT TE BUIQESISE DHE NE TE GJITHE JETEN E FSHATIT. REFORMA AGRARE, E CILA NE NENTOR TE VITIT 1946 PERFUNDONI NE TE GJITHE SHQIPERINE. ISHTE REVOLUCIONI I PARE NE MARREDHENIET EKONOMIKO-SHOQERORE TE FSHATIT

Fshatavatit u bëni zotër të vërtetë të tokut. Partia e bëni realizat ndërkron e tyre

KOLEKTIVIZIMI I BUIQESISE ISHTE REVOLUCIONI I DYTE, QE HAPI RRUGEN PER NJE ZHVILLIM TE SHPEJTE TE FORCAVE PRODHUDHUSE DHE PER NDRYSHIME RRENJESORE NE JETEN SHQERORE E KULTURORE TE FSHATIT.
KONGRESI III I PPSH (MAJ-QERSHOR 1956) PERCAKTOI ORIENTIME TE RENDESISHME PER SHPEJTIMIN E KOLEKTIVIZIMIT TE BUIQESISE.

Në krahunin me viti 1970, në viti 1975 drejtëzat e bukës u mëkë

35 %

1970 1975

DUKE ZBATUAR POLITIKEN REVOLUCIONARE TE MBESHTETJES NE FORCAT E VETA, PER SIGURIMIN E BUKES NE VEND, IANE ARRITUR SUKSESSE TE DUKESHME.

NIE ZHVILLIM TE NADH KA MARRE BLEGTORIA, ESHTE RITUR NUMRI I KREREVE DHE I PRODHIMEVE BLEGTORALE.
Në fushat e Shqipërisë sociale të vitit 1974 punonin 15.200 traktori të kthyer në 15 kaq fuqi, nga 30 traktori që ishin në vitin 1936.

ZBATIMI I POLITIKES SE PARTISE "T"I KTHEME EDHE MALET NE TOKA PJELLORE, ASHTU SI EDHE FUSKAT, KA ÇELUR PERSPEKTVITA TE REJA PER ZHVILLIMIN E BUIQESISE E TE JETES EDHE NE ZONAT E THELLA MALORE.

- Gjatë vitit 1975 u çelën 14.300 ha toka të reja.

- Në vitin 1975 në krahasim me vitin 1970 sipërfaqja e tokave të punuar u njihet 11

- Në vitin 1975 obkulta e shtjes të sipërfaqes në përgjithshmëri të punuar arriti në 50
PARTEJA E PUNES SE SHQIPERISE KA TREGUAZ DHE TREGON KUIDES PER PERMIRESINIM E MENYRES. SE JETES SE PUNONJESVE TE FSHATIT, PER ZHVILLIMIN E GITHANSHEM TE EKONOMISE E TE KUL-TURES. PER THELLIMIN E MITEJSHEM TE NGUSHTIMIT TE DALLIMEVE THELBSORE MIDIS FSHATIT E QYETIT.
INVESTIMET DHE NDERTIMET JANE BAZA MATERIALE E ZHVILLIMIT TE PRODHIMIT TE ZGJERUAR SOCIALIST.

ZHVILLIM TE VRULLSHEM KA MARRE KOMUNIKACIONI, TRANSPORTI NE VENDIN TONE.

Në vitin 1975, kundër vitit 1970, vëllimi i transportit të maltrave u gjatë 45 dhe i transportit të udhëtarëve 38.
KONGRESI IV I PPSH (SHKURT 1961)
SHENOI FILLIMIN E NJE ETAPE TE RE HISTORIKE PER PARTINE DHE POPULLIN SHQiptar, ETAPEN E NDERIMIT TE PLOTE TE SHQERISTE SOCIALISTE.

KOMBINATI METALURGIK NE ELBASAN: HIDROCENTRALI I FIERZES, UZINA E PEPUNIMIT TE TELLEC TE NAFTES NE BALSH DHE SHIME VEPRAT TE TIJAR. HAPIN PERSPEKTYVA TE MEJHA PER ZHVILLIMIN SOCIALIST TE SHQIPERISTE SE RE.
"Cjithë puna ideologjike e Partisë, propaganda dhe agitacioni duhet të synojmë, në radhë të parë e mbi të gjitha, në edukimin ideopolitik, në formim të kaltjen e njërajve si revolucionarë e komunistë të vërtetë, për të kuptuar dhe realizuar në jetë parullën e madhe të Partisë "Të mendojmë, të punojmë dhe të jetojmë si revolucionarë", e cilë përbin në punë e edukimit komunist, përmjaftjen themelore të punës edukative të Partisë.

ENVER HOXHA

- Shkolë e lurtë e Partisë "V. I. Lenin.
- Vjetër e zgjatit e edukimit markist-lenist.
- Nga bangat e kësaj shkollë kanë çdo është të jenë të dhëna

AKSIONET REVOLUCIONARE - SHKOLLE E MASHE PER EDUKIMIN E NASAVE.

11.500 kuadra.
GRUAJA SHQIPTARE ESHE EMANCIPUAR.
PARTIA I KA SIGURUAR ASAJ TE GJITHA TE DREJTAT E LIRITE, ASHTU SI EDHE BURRIT

Me forcë të veçantë ndihmuem lajtoja njësisë dhe përkushtimeve për të rrezikuajmë dorë nga duhura dhe të mbërrojme të plote të saj.

Gruaja është në pjesëmarrje aktive në jetën ekonomike, politike dhe shoqërore.
"NE DUHET TE JEMI REALISTE, LUFTA KUNDER ZAKONEVE, TRADITAVE, NORMAVE TE VJETRA, KUNDER BOTEKUPTIMEVE PETARE... NUK KA MARRE FUND, KJO ESHTE NIE LUFT E GJATE, E NDERLIKUAR DHE E VESTHIRE. PRANDAJ, PUNA JONE EDUKATIVE E BINGESE DUHET TE VAZHDOJE..."

**ENVER HOXHA**
RRJETI TREGETAR ESHTE ZGJUAR SI NE QYET ASHTU EDHE NE FSHAT. TREGETIA ESHTE VENE PLOTESISHT NE SHERBIM TE POPULLIT.

Teqellë ne pjesë në vitin 1975, pëlqet në vitin 1976. 35

RUAJTJA, PERMINDIMI I SHENDETIT DHE ZGIJAJA E JETES SE MASAVE PUNONIJESE, KA ONEW DHE MBIETET PJUSE E PANDARE E POLITIKES SE PARTISE.
PARTIA KA TREGUAR DHE TREGON KUJDES TE MADHE E TE VAZHDUESHEM PER RRITJEN E MIREQENIES MATERIALE E KULTURERE TE POPULLIT.

Partia zbulon një politikë të drejtë për zhvillimin graduar të tij të ndërmarrin e paga, duke ruajtur kushtetarëndët e parës ose shpërndarët sipas punës.

SHQIPERIA SOCIALISTE
ESHTË VENDI KU JANE HEQUR TAKSAT.

Gjithë zhvillonit të artë e thjeshtë nga bëja të ndonjëtëshme që janë në rregullimin e mëtejshëm të shumëve mbështetues të qytetit. Të ardhurat reale për frymdë në qytet dhe rritu a she ne rritet 20.3 për qindër.

Në vitin 1975, në krahunin me vitin 1970, të ardhurat reale për qoto frymmi u rritën 14,5 për qindër.
KONGRESI VI I PPSH (NENTOR 1971)
SHENDI NIE ETAPË TE RE NE MARSHIMIN TONE FITIMTAR,
NIE SHKALLE DJETER ME TE LARTE NGJITJEJE E PERPARIMI TE
GJITHANSHEM TE SHQERISË SONE SOCIALISTE.

Discussimi i tashk popullor për kartimin e kushtetutes së PPSH ishte një af
se si ush tar të shqiptarëve të rëndësishëm, që tregoi karakterinë demokratik e revolu-
cionarës të poshtëtarit të popullit të rëndësishëm të protestuara.
Gjatë viteve të pushtetit populor, nën udhëheqjen e Partisë, arsimi ynë mori zhvillim të paparë, shkolla jonë pësoi ndryshime të mëdha e rrënjësore në krahasin me shkollën e vjetër borgjeze edhe në përmbajtjen e saj.

**KONGRESI I PPSH**

**SHTROI DETYREN E MADHE PER REVOLUCIONARIZMIN E MEGJITHET E SHKOLLËS DHE TE ARSIMIT TONE NE PERQINETHESI.**

Numri i studentëve që konsideron të shërbyjnë në disipline të profesionale edhe në vitin 1975 në krahasin me vitin 1978:

363,9

184,2

**SHKOLLA JONE ECEN NE RRUGEN REVOLUCIONARE DUKE U MBESHTETUR E NOERTUAR TERE PUNEN, VPRIMTARE PEDAGOGIJKE DHE EDUKATIVE NE TRENDESHEIN REVOLUCIONAR MESIM, PUNE PRODHUSE, EDUKIM FIZIK DHE USHTARAK.**
KULTURA JONE SOCIALISTE KA MARRE NIE ZHVILLIM TE GJERE E CILESOR SI NE QYTET ASHTU EDHE NE FSHAT, DUKE RUAJTUR E QÇAR ME TEJ TRADITAT E MREKULLUESHME KOMBETARE.

175,8 170

LETERSIA DHE ARTET KANE MARRE ZHVILLIM TE MADH, KURDOHERE NE LUFTE ME PIKE-PAMJET, TEORIZMET DHE PRAKTIKAT PSEUDOKRUJESE BORGJEZE E REVIZIONISTE. ATO EÇIN PERPARA MBI BAZEN E TRADITAVE ME TE MIRA, DUKE RUAJTUR KARKERIN KOMBETAR, PARTISHMERINE KOMUNISTE, BRENDINE SOCIALISTE.
...LUFTA PER NJE UNITET TE VERTETE MARKSIST-LENNIST. SOT, ESHTE E PANDARE, NGA LUFTA, KUNDER PERÇARKJEVE, KUNDER REVIZIONIZMIK MODERNE. TE PERFAQSUAR NGA GRUPI I Hrushov-Tito, KUNDER PIKETAMESHE DHE VEMJERJEVE TE VREME DE VENE NE BRESIK LEVIZIEN KOMUNISTE NDERKOMBIETARE DHE VETE FATET E SOCIALIZMIT E TE KOMUNIZMIT NE BOTE.

ENVER HOXHA

PARTIA E PUNES SE SHQIPERISE ESHTE BERE FENER NODICUES I IDEVE REVOLUCIONARE. AJO MBAN LART TE PAPERLYER FLAMURIN E MARKSIZEM-LENNIZMIT, NE LUFTË KUNDER IMPERIALIZMIT ME ATE AMERIKAN NE KRYE, KUNDER SOCIALIMPERIALIZMIT SOVETIK, KUNDER REVIZIONISTEVE, OPORTUNISTEVE DHE TRADHAREVE TE CDO NGJYRE.

VIVE LES 30 ANNEES DE L’ALBANIE SOCIALISTE

POZITA E RPSH NE ARENEN NDERKOMBIETARE ESHTE FOR-
CUAR DHE FORCOSHT QINTHUE E ME SHUME NE SAKI
TE POLITIKES TE DREUTE TE INDIK AJO NE FUSHEN E
MARKEDHENVETE NDERKOMBIETARE.

MIDESIA E PATHYESHEME DHE REVOLUCIONARE, E BAZUAR
NE MARKSIZEM-LENNIZIMIN DHE INTERNACIONALIN PRO-
LETIRIN DHE DHE POPUIT DHE SHQIPERISE DHE TE KINES.

ALBANIA
MBROJTJA E ATDHEUT, DETYRE MBI DETYRAT.

TEK NE I MADH E I VOGEL ESHTE USHTAR, VIGJELON, MBAN SYRIN NE SHENJESTER DHE GISHTIN NE KEMDEZ TE PUSHKES.

USHTRIA JONE ESHTE E PAISUR ME ARME MO- DERNE, E PREGATITUR T’I PERDORE ATO ME EFEKTIVITET, KUR T’JA LYPE NEVOJA KUNDER KUJOO QE DO TE GUJOJE TE PREKE E TE CENOJE KUFUTE TANE TE SHTRENJTE.
PARTIA E PUNES SE SHQIPERISE,
UDHEHEQESE DHE ORGANIZATORE E TE GJITHA FITOREVE
TE POPULLIT E TE VENDIT TONE.

SHOKU ENVER HOXHA
NE GJIRIN E POPULLIT, PER TE
CILIN MENDON E PUNON.

LIDHJET ME MASAT, BURIM I PASHTERUR FORCE PER PARTINE E PUNES SE SHQIPERISE.

Lëkurënës - kuvendejë me Partinë.
ME PARTINE E PUNES SE SHQIPERISE, POPULLI YNE,
I BASHKUAR SI NJE TRUP I VETEM NE FRONTIN DEMOKRATIK,
DO TE MARSHOJE I SIGURT PERPORA NE RRUGEN E SOCIALIZMIT
DHE TE KOMUNIZMIT.
HARTIMI I KUSHTETUTES
SE RE DO TE JETE NJE
FITORE TJETER E MADHE
E POPULLIT TONE
NEN UDHEHEQJEN E PPSH
35 VJET

ME PONTINE NE BALLE

PERSBACI A UJERE VORE
5 maj

LAVDI DESHMOREVE
Aksioni për ndërtimin e hekurudhës
Elbasan Prrenjas shkollë e madhe për edukimin e rinise

46.020 të rinj e të reja kaluan nëpër kurse të ndryshme
Për ndërtimin e vepërës së madhe të hekurudhës Elbasan Prrenjas punuan mbi 140,000 të rinj e të reja
PPSH

DREJT AKSIONEVE TE REJA

RINI PERPARA

TE MENDOJME TE PUNOJME TE JETOJME SI REVOLUCIONARE

PARTI MEMA JONE FJALA JOTE VEPRA JONE
Në hekurudhën Elbasan Prrenjas rinia mori pjesë në ndërtimin

e afro
300 veprave të artit dhe 18 tuneleve
VII

Cartoons Ridiculing the Nefarious Deeds of the Two Superpowers
NE NJE GRAZHD KULLOSIN
RIVALITET PESHKAQENESH
NE MESDEUN LINDOR

BOTIMI I FRONIT DEMOKRATIK TE SHQIPERISE
Të dy superfushë janë armatuar deri në dhimbë për volen e tyre, kurse të tjera e u bijnë propagandë që të çarmatosen.

Turp të kesh, nuk mbahen armë në brez në kohë paqe!
E VERTETA E "DEOKRACISHE" BORGJEZE!
Revisionistë rreth kallë strojarës, i ndjekur për kapitalizmin dhe Kapitalizmin e Rezistencës.

IMPERIALISTI: KAM PATUR GJITHMONË BUNDJE SE TI JE I RACES SONE!
GIURMET E NDHIMES AMERIKANE...
PESHKIM REVIZIONIST

BOTINJ I FRONIT DEMOKRATIKE TE SHQIPERIE
Një sport i ri amerikan i imponuar nga kriza energjike.
Brezhnev: Ka e gjërët bërë pikërcë tokës së mesit-në-shtepat?

Përgjegjësi i Shqipërisë: Merri Marku, 'Engjëlia dhe Lenini ugoq e Bolševik/ Jani e mend të ndihmojnë të jetë të rënë nga ai të njohur nëpërmjet një shumë e të përgjegjësisë e të ndihmojnë se të jetë të lajmi të bërë tokës së mesit-në-shtepat.'
Si mund te luftosh kur i ke duart e zena?
TE DY SUPERFOQTE SOT NDOHEN NE NIE KRIZE TE MADHE FKWOMIKE, KULTURALE E SHPIRTERORE

DY KALORES MBI SATELTIN E TYRE
Në se do të shpëtosh urdhëro nën çadrën tímët